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DIRECT SUMS OF SEMIRINGS AND THE KRULL-SCHMIDT THEOREM 

By Louis Dale 

1. Introduetion 

P. Allen and W. Windham in [1] discussed briefly commutative semirings 

with the property that any two ideals are related. This property of ideals 

being related turns out to be a key to generalizing direct sums of semirings. 

The purpose of this paper is to prove necessary and sufficient conditions for a 

semiring to be a direct sum of ideals and to prove an analogue of the Krull

Schmidt theorem for semirings. 

2. Basie eoneepts 

DEFINITION 2. 1. A set R together with two binary operations (+) and (,) 
is called a semiring provided; (1) (R, +) is a commutative semigroup with a 

zero, (2) (R, .) is a semigroup, and (3) (,) distributes over (+) from both the 

left and the right. If (R, ,) is a commutative semigroup, R is called a com

mutative semiring. If there is an elemnt eεR such that er=re=r for all rεR 

then R is called a semiring with an identity. 

DEFINITION 2.2. A non-empty subset H of a semiring R is called an ideal in 

R if, (1) H is closed under (+), and (2). HRCH and RHCH. 

DEFINITION 2.3. Let R 1 and R 2 be semirings. A mapping η: Rj • R 2 is called 

a homomoψhism if (a+b)η =ar;+bη and (ab) r; =(aη)(bη) for all a, bεR. As usual. 

η is called an isomorphism if η is both one-to-one and onto_ 

DEFINITION 2. 4. A homomorphism η: Rj• R2 is called semimaximal if ηη=r2η 
implies that r 1 + kerηnr2+kerη=prþ. 

DEFINITION 2. 5. A homomorphism η:R→R will be called comp!ete if η is se

mimaximal and there is an integer t르1 such that R=Rηt +kerr/ . 

DEFINITION 2.6. Let R be a semiring and H j and H 2 ideals in R. H j is said 

to be related to H 2 if h1 +h2=h1'十h2’. hi, h‘'EHi, implies that there are a, b드 

HJnH2 such that h1+a=h{+b. 
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EXAMPLE 2.7. Let R be the set of non-negative integersU {∞}. Define a+b= 

max{a, b} and ab=min{a, b}. Clearly R is a commutative semiring with an 

identity and any two ideals in R are related, since an ideal in R has the form H= 

{aεR!a<r}， where rER. Now let H be an ideal in R and define η:R→R by 

η(a)=O ifaεHand η(a)=a if aεR-H. It is clear that η is a homomorphism 

and kerr;=H. Now Rη={R-H} U{이. Consequently, R=Rη+kerη and η is 

complete. 

3. Direct surns of sernirings 

Let R1' R2' …, R" be n commutative 

respectively. Consider the set R= {(a1’ 

semirings with identities el' ez' "', eη 

a2, ---, an) |az ε R i }. In R , define (a1’ 
a2, …, a/) = (b1, bz' "', b,) if and only if ai=bi for 1드Z三n. Further, for a = 

(a1, "', a)and b=(b1' "', bn)' define a+b=(a1+bl' "', an+bn)and ab=(a1bl' "', anb). 

It is easily checked that R is a commutative semiring with identity e= (e1’ 
" en). The semiring R is called a direct sum of the semiring R l' "', Rn and 

is denoted by R=R1링R2(Ð ... θRn' 

THEOREM. 3. 1. A sem상쩌g R is isomoφhic to a direct sum R 1tÐR 2(Ð ... (ÐR n 
iif aMd 0%ly if R C0%faitzs z-deals Si, each μlith an identz"ty, such that 

(1) R= L:, S‘’ (2) S끼(ε S;)=O and (3) S; is γe!ated to (L:, S;). v " Z' "i~j -r' ,-, t ... ... - .. 'i~j-J 

PROOF. Let R=R1 (Ð ... (ÐRn and Si= {깐'=(0， …, 0, ai, 0, …, o)! aiERi}. It 

is easily checked that Si is a subsemiring of R with identity ei ’ =(0, …, ei, · , 

0). and that Si is an ideal in R. Now from x ε R , it follows that x= (a l' a2’ 
'. a/)=(a1• 0, ...• 0)+(0, a2, 0, "', 0)+' .. +(0, "', 0, an)=a1'+a2'+ ... +an'. 

Consequently R=2::Si. Next sppose that xεSin (ε S). Then (0, "', ai, …O)=x 
‘ i~j J 

=(a l' …, az-1, 0, αi+1， ---aχ) and it follows that ai=O for each z'. Consequently 

x=O and Sin( ;g: S)=O. Now suppose that 약 and b/ ε Si' x and yE( ζ SJ·) 
" i# 

and a/+x=b/+y. Hence (x1, ''', 진-1’ 와， x깐i+1υ’ .. … .. 끼" x낀1，) = (yl' "….“끼" y까i-l' b깐i， 

y까Yi .J..깐」냐l'’ ’, y，껴’”싸， 
=b낀z/냐+애o and S옥t i떠s r떼e려la따te려d to ( L:, S폐:i)' Conversely, suppose that R is a semiring 

i# I 

containing ideals Si such that (1) , (2), and (3) hold. Let S=Slθ---esn and 

define a mapping cþ: S• R by cþ(a1, …, a,,) =a1+a2+"'+an. To show that cþ is 

an isomorphism. First, cþ [(a1, …, an)+(bl' "', bn)J =cþ[(a1+bl' …, an +bn)J = 

a1 +b1 + ... +an+b
ll
=(a1 +a2+ ... +an)+(b1+ ... +bn)=cþ(al' ''', a

ll
)+cþ(bl' "', bn). 
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Next observe that aiaj=O if z'처. To see this note that ai깐 ε 옥 and azaf 
ε si· But Sinsj=O if i낯j. Consequently aiaj=O. Thus cþ [(a1' "', an)(b

1' "', b)J 
=cþ[a1이， "', anb

IlJ=a1b1+ ... +a껴1l' and cþ(a1, "', an)cþ(bl' "', b)=(a1 +… +aη). 
(이+…+b，) =a1b1 +a2b2+ …anbn. Consequently cþ [(a 1 …, an) (b1, "', bn)J =cþ(a1 . .... 
an).cþ(b

l' "', μ) and cþ is a semiring homomorphism. Now Iet X ε R. By (1), x 
=a1+"'+an whereai ε 5i• Consequently, (a l' "', a,,) ε 5 , cþ(a1' "', a,z) =X and 
cþ is onto. Next suppose that CÞCa l' "', aη) =cþ(b l' "', bη). Then a1 +a2+ ... +a，ν 
=이+"'+bn• Since 5i is related to (;E 5 ,) and SinCL: 5;)=0, it foIlows that 

’ i:Fj J ‘ i~j ‘ 

ai=bi for each z'. Therefore (a l' "', a,,) =(bl' "', bn) and cþ is one to one. 

Consequently, cþ is an isomorphism and the proof is complete. 

THEOREM. 3.2. If R z's a seηzz"rz"ng and R contaz"ns z"deals 

xER has a μ?ZZ·qμe reþresenta tz'on x=x1 +"'+xn where 
R. 
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PROOF. From X=X1+ … +Xn' it foIIows that R= 2:. Ri' Now suppose X ε RJl 
(ξ그 목，.). Then x=잔 and x=x1+ ... +xi_ 1 +O+잔+1+'''+장. But the representat-

17'=1 
ion for X is unique. Consequcntly, xi=O for each z". Thus x=O and Rin ~그R， =0. 

’ z;ij J 

If a and b ε￡， x and y ε C2:. RJ, and a+x=b十y， then it foIlows from unique-
• i#J J 

ness of representation and R;nC 2:그 Ri)=O that a=b. Thus Ri is related to 
Z음1 ‘ 

(ζ. Rj)' ThereÍore R=Rlffi ... ffiR시 by theorem 3. 1. 
Jr Z • 

If R l' "', Rn are semirings, then R=Rlθ ... ffiRn is caIled an externaI direct 

sum. If R is semiring 51' ''', S" are ideals in R such that R=51ffi' .. ffi5", then R" 

is caIIed an internaI direct sum. 

4. Projections 

Let R=Rl(f) ... ffiRn be an internaI direct sum of semirings and define ei: R • R 

by X탁=Xi for x=x1 +…+X
,,' 

It is clear that εi is a semiring homomorphism. If 

Xi 드 Rz, then XiSz=Xi If 씬 E Rj and z"=F- j , then x/i=O. AIso xe7 =\ ei=xi and 

탄=택. Conseq뼈tly， 탄 is idempotent. Denote the endomorphism X• o for all 

x E R by OR and the identity endomorphism by l R• Then it is clear that ei당 
=OR if z"=F- j. Now suppose x=x1 + ... +진， y= Y 1 + ... + y" and X탄=YEt- Then xt=Yz· 

Now x'=X1 +"'+Xi_ 1 +Xi+1 + ... +X" and Y'=Y1 +"'+Yi-1 +Yi+1 +…十Y" belong to 

kerεi' AIso y+x' Ey+kerεi and x+y' Ex+ker탄· But y十X’ =X+y' since Xi=Yi' 

• 
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ConsequentIy x+kereiny+kerei~Ø and ei is semimaximal. Since kerei=R1 + ... 
+Ri_l+Ri+l+…十Rn and R탄=Ri， it follows that R=R한+ker한 and ei is complete. 
Thus 탁 is idempotent, semimaximal and complete. An endomorphism of a 
semiring that is idempotent, semimaximal and complete will be c;'l1led a projection. 
It is straightforward to show that a projection on a semiring determines an 
internal direct sum. 

5. Deeornposable sernirings 

DEFINITION 5. 1. A semiring is decomposable if R=R{.ÇfJRz and each Ri is a 

proper ideal in R. If R is not decomposable, then R is called z"ndecomposable. 

THEOREM 5. 2. A semz"r쩌g R z.s decomposable zf and only zf there are proje

ctz"ons 01 R that are not OR and not 1R" 

PROOF. Suppose R=RlθRz is decomposable. Then Ri~O and Ri~R， and it 

follows that the projections 한~lR and 탁~OR. Conversely, suppose e is a proje

ction of R such that e~lR and e윷OR" Let Re=R1 and kere = Rz. Since e is a 

projection, R=Re+ kere=R1 + Rz. It is clear that Rl and Rz are ideals in R. Now 

suppose that xER1nRz. Then x=ye for some yεR and xs=o. Hence x=yg=yg2 

=xe=O and R 1nRz=O. If x1 and ylεRl' Xz and yzεRz， and x1+xZ=Yl+YZ' then 
(x1 +xZ)e=(Yl十yz)e. But xze=O=yze and it follows that x1e=y1e. Consequently, 
X1 =yl and R1nRz=o gives that Rl and Rz are related. Therefore theorem 3.1 

assures that R=Rl잉Rz. 

DEFINITION 5.3. A semiring R satisfies the descendz"ng cha쩌 condiUon if 

Rl그Rz그…그Rn-::J… is a decreasing sequence of ideals in R , then there is an 

integer N such that RN=RN+l = ... 

It is easy to show that any non-trivial semiring that satisfies the descending 

chain condition can be expressed as a direct sum of a finite number of inde
composable semirings. 

6. The KruII-Sehrnidt theorern 

A uniqueness theorem will now be given for direct sums of indecomposable 
• • semlnngs. 

DEFINITION 6. 1. A semiring R is said to satisfy the ascendz"χg chaz"n condz"tion 

if R1CRzC…CRnζ… is an ascending sequence of ideals in R , then there is an 

integer N such that RN=RN+l= ... 
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DEFINITION 6. 2. An endomorphism η of a semiring R is caHed normal if 

the image of an ideal under η is an ideal. 

LEMMA 6.3. If η:R→S is a semimaxal semiring homomorphism and kerη= 
{O} , then η is one-to-one. 

PROOF: Suppose aη=bη. Since η is semimaximal it follows that a+ ker77nb+ kerη 

~ø. But kerη={아. Consequently, a+ kerη=b+kerη and a=b. Therefore η is 
one-to-one. 

THEOREM 6.4. Let R be a semz"rz"ng that satz"sfz"es both chaz"n condz"tz"ons. 11 η 
is a normal semz"maxz"al endomorþhz"sηZ 01 R sμch that η z"s one to one or on!o, then 
η z.s a,z aμtomorþhz"sm. 

PROOF. Assume that η is one to one. If Rηt-1=Rη，t for some t , any yεRηt-2 is 

such thatyη=xη，1 =(xηt커η for some x. Consequently, since η is one-to-one, y=x싸-1 
t-1 

εRη and Rη =Rη . Continuing in this manner we obtain R=Rη. Conse-
2 quently, if R그Rη and η is normal, then R그Rη=>Rη =>… is an infinite proper 

decreasing sequence of ideals in R. A contradiction, since R satisfies the descend
ing chain condition. Therefore if η is one-to-one, R=Rη and η is an automorph-

ism. Now suppose that Rη=R and Ki=kerf for z·=o, 1, 2, ---. Letting ηo=O gives 

Ko= {Q}. It is easy to see that Kt_1ζKt and each Kt is an ideal in R. Suppose 

Kr--l=Kr for some 7 and zεK←1. Write z=yη. Then O=zf-1=(yη)ηr-1=Y77r• 
r-2 / ~ , r-2 r-1 Hence yηr-1=0 and zη =(yη)η =yη =0. Consequently, zEKr_2 and it fol-

lows that Kr_2=Kr_1. Continuing in this manner one obtains {Q} =Ko=K1 =K2 

= ... Hence either Ko= {O} or KoCK1CK1CK2ζ … is an ascending sequence of 

ideals in R. Since R satisfies the ascending chain condition we must have Ko= {O}. 

Since η is semimaximal it follows that η is one to one and hence an automorphism. 

DEFINITION 6.5. If η is an endomorphism of a semiring, the set of elements 
z such that Z77

t 
=0 for wme integer t is called the radical of η. It is clear that 

the radical of η is the union of all kerηC Z=0, 1, 2, ---

THEOREM 6.6 (Fz"ttz"ngs lemma). Let R be a seηzz"rz"ng that satz"sfz"es both chaz.n 

conditions and η a normal comþ/ete endomoψhz"sηZ 01 R. Then R=H(f)K where K 

is the radz"cal 01 η and H=Hη. 

PROOF. Let Ki=kerηZ and consider ascending chain K oCK 1 C … and the des-
2 cending chain R그Rη그Rη 그…. Since η is normal, each chain is a chain of ideals 
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in R. By the chain conditions on R , there are integers r and s such that Rr/, = 
RF+1= --- and Ks=Ks+1= ---- Let H=Gf and K=Ks· Since η is complete, ther3' 

is an integer t such that R=Rη，1 +kerηt. Let p = rnax {7, s, t} . It fo11ows that 
R=R년 i-kerηP = H + K and K is the radical of η. Now let ωεHnK. Then ω= 
상 for suitable z ε R and ωη，P=O. But 0=ω17P = Z172

p 
and it follows that Z ε K. 

Conseqaently, o=z남=ω and HnK=O. Suppose xl' x2EH, Yl' Y2εK and X1+Yl = 

x2+yz. Then (x1 +Yl)ηP=(X2 +Y2)ηP. Thus Xlf十y놔=x2f+Y2ηf and X 117P=x2꺼
p 

since yl' yzεK. But H=Rη.T=Rηr+p=(Rη.T)η，P=Hη，P and it follows from theorem 

6.4 that ηP is an automorphism. Ther(ÍJre 17P is one to one and x1 =X2. Co않'1-
1lent1y, H is re1ated to K since HnK=0. Therefore it fo11ows from theorem 

3.1 that R =HθK. 

COROLLARY 6.7. If R is aη indecomposable semiη·ηg that saUsfics both chai1~ 

condz"tions, then any normal complete endom01ψhz.sm of R z.s ez"ther nz"lpotent or an 

aμtomorphism. 

PROOF. From theorem 6.6, R=H(f;K where H=Hη and K is the radical of η. 

If R is indecomposable, either R=H or R=K. If R=H=Hη， then theorem 6. 4-

assures that η is an automorphism. If R=K, then η is nilpotent. 

COROLLARY 6.8. Let R be an z.ndecomposable seηuγ쩌g that satisfz"es both 

chain condz"tions and η1 and 172 be normal complete cndomorPhisηzs. If η1 +172 is an 
endomorPhisηz， then η1+η2 is nUpotent. 

The proof of corollary 6.8 is identical to the one for rings or groups and is, 
omitted here. 

THEOREM 6.9. (Krull-Schmidt theorem) Let R be a semiη~.ng that satz"sfies both• 

chaùz conditz"ons and 
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be two decomþosz. tz"ons of R z.nto indecomposable semirings. Then s=t aηd for a 

suz"table ordering of the Ki' we have Hi는Ki and 

(3) R=K1θ ... θKp(f;Hp + 1θ ... (f;Hs. 

PROOF. Suppose we have K1' K2' ... , Kr_l paired with H1' H2' …, Hr-l in such 
a way that Ki츠Hi for 1드j드r-l and(3) holds for Þ드γ -1. Consider 

(4) R=K1밍…(f;Kr_ 1(f;Hr밍 ... (f;Hs' 
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Let À.1' -- - À.s be the projections determined by (4) and ηl' η2， … 까 be the pro~e

ctions determined by (2). Now À.~= (ε: η )Ày= L:’ ηλ . For xCR, xη EK , and r l J Y 1 zr 

j<r-l we have Xr;j=xηj2j and xη낀r=xr;/ir=O. Thus ηjxr=OR and ι= r;rÆ.r + 

ηr+1 Æ.r+.--+ r;fÀr' In H 1" Àr=lR and hence 도’ 캠r=lR' AIso any partiaI sum 
r 

r; ηiir=(L:r;샤)?.1' induces a normaI endomorphism in H 1" Since Hr is indeco-

mposablc it foIIows from coroIIary 6.8 that there exists a κ， r드u드t such that 

T신r defInes an automOrphism of Hr- We can renumber the Kz Such that K% 

beccmes K. Then η À.. is an automorphism of H~. Let e be its inverse. Then 
-'7 r .. r 

Hr上H?lLKr소H1' is the identity on Hr' Let α=eη7씨= 1 H: Conside:- the nor-

ì.. __ e. ηr 
maI composite β: K 1'• K l' defined by K l' -.:..:.• Hr-• Hr---K,· Since α=1Hr， it fol-

Iows that βß=ß and β is idempotent. Since K 1' is indecomposable with both chain 

conditions, coroIIary 6.7 assures that ß is nilpotent or β is an automorphism. 

Hence either ß=OK. or ß=lK; But ß갖OKr S1nce 3 occurs in the compos1te αα 

= 1 H; Therefore β=1Kr and η7: H7• Kr is an isomorphism. Now À.1' sends each 

element of K , +"'+K_ , +H_. ,+"'+Ho onto 0 and since À.~ induces an isomorph r-1 ..I, .&.r+1 .&.L s \J.L.lL-...., V' ...... .L..L .................. ...., ..... '''r 

ism of K ,., K ,.n(K1+ ... +Kr_1+H1' +1+ ... +Hs)=O. 

Now let R=K1+"'+Kr+H1' +1+".+Hs' Then 

R=K1ttJ ... 밍KreHr+1θ---GBHs· 
To show that 훈=R. If x=x1+ …+xs’ Xzε Ki for i드7-1 and xjεHj for j르r， 

then rþ: x1+" ， +xs→Xl+---+Xr-l+xη1' +xr+1+"'+Xs is a normal endomorphism of 

R. Since ηr is an isomorphism, rþ is an isomorphism of R onto R. It foIIows from 

theorem 6.4 that R=R. Thus (3) holds also for r=s and the proof is complete. 
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